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ABSTRACT: Unstructured data constitutes about 70% of the data collected or stored in larger organizations which are
difficult to access, use or retrieved. This topic deals with this uncertainty to convert the unstructured data in actionable
form. Knowing the business value and IT value of the structured data, the amount of effort and time wasted in
accessing the necessary information lying in the back bench of collected data, cost spent on searching the information,
it becomes highly necessary to manage the unstructured data. In this research, the aim is to retrieve the structured
information out of unstructured data using feature extraction, analyzing this data syntactically, organize the analyzed
data into entities, rules, associations, facts.
Represent this data into structured form either in form of XML or data tables. XML language is very suitable for data
storage and data exchange. Data transformation utility was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. The textual
data in documents can be transformed into text file, the data in which can be imported into database. So the
transformation of unstructured data can be accomplished with this utility. Feature extraction categorizes the data into
entities, events and builds the relations among these entities and events. Due to complexity involved in extracting,
mining and structuring the data, research is considered for textual data either in form of documents or web pages. The
structured information can be used in decision support systems or serve the purpose intended for the process. We aim at
developing a simple approach to extract the key information from scattered unstructured data lying across websites,
database, emails etc. The goal is to have effective, improved information retrieval system with this approach. As an
application of the approach, we are developing a news retrieval system incorporating the features discussed in this
paper.
In this paper, an application “Intelligent news retrieval system” has been proposed as model which pulls out the news
(same or different) from various web pages (blogs, news websites) and processes them on the basis of popularity or
page ranking and display on a single web page. This model collects news from various sources. The use of regular
expressions is to recognize the required patterns of the data, anything inside header and title tags. To carry out the
procedure, convert the web pages into plain text. This plain text analyzed for entities, facts, relationships, synonyms,
thematic analysis, and verb phrases. Data dictionary is used to recognize English words. Extracted data is stored in
database inform of tables or XML. Database models can be constructed using constructive information by inference
rules or actionable intelligence. The structured information can be used for the purposes intended. The goal of the
proposed model is to develop a simple, effective filtered online news reading website which highlights news based on
priorities of users, number of hits in source websites, explicit and implicit ratings, and likes by users.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A database is organized collection of data for many uses typically in digital form. Data can be text, numbers, graphs,
images. The “unstructured data is any data without a well defined model or schema for accessing information, like
word documents, emails etc.” Then what is structured data? Structured data is data with a proper model organized into
the likes of tables, tags or like objects.
Unstructured Data contains





Text
Audio
Images
Videos, etc

Large companies may have presences in many places, each of which generate a large volume of data. For example,
insurance companies may have data from thousands of local branches. Further, large organizations have complex data
structure with or without schemas.

Fig 1:Unstructured Data Crawler
Unstructured data can take many forms like word documents, spread sheets, email messages, blogs, pictures,
movies. Unstructured data by nature is raw data, data mining or “analysis” of the UD to arrive at the results or statistics
that will be placed in the structured world equivalent to business rules.
In my opinion, they should unstructured data mining should contain the document name & title, location of source,
discovered context, raw term, context, and exact position within the document, and possibly a few other key notions.
The mining engine should be capable of “clustering” terms together to form an idea, a context.
Data mining is the process of semi automatically and analyzing large databases to find useful patterns. Data mining
attempts to discover rules and patterns from the data. Unstructured data analysis and mining is much more than this.
Unstructured Data can be scattered, complex and different structures, different schemas. The tools available for data
mining techniques may or may not be very useful to extract and represent the structured information out of
unstructured data.
II. SIGNIFICANCE & NEED OF UNSTRUCTURED DATA MANAGEMENT
“The process of mining, exercising and analyzing the unstructured data to capture actionable form.3” The need
arises due to some of the following facts7:•
Amount of Unstructured Data in large corporations doubles every 2 months.
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•

Companies with unstructured data management can at least 15% more productive.

•

The average knowledge worker spends on an average of 2.5 hours/day in search of documents.

•
Merrill lynch estimates that more than 85% of all business information exists as unstructured data in form of
emails, memos, notes from call centres, news, user groups, reports, letters, white papers, marketing material, research
and web pages.
•

More than 80% of information on internet is unstructured.

•
More than 2 billion web pages have been created since 1995, with an additional 200 million new web pages
being added every month according to market-research firm IDC.
•
International Data Corporation (IDC) reports that an organization with 1000 workers loses a minimum of $6
million searching the information.
III. THEORY
3.1. How Unstructured Data is Different from Structured Data?

Fig 2: Unstructured Data Management Services.

We know unstructured data is one without a defined data model or cannot be easily usable by a computer program.
With a structured document, certain information always appears in the same location on the page. For example, in an
employment application the applicant’s name always appear in the same box in the same place on the document. In
contrast, an unstructured document has the opposite characteristics – information can appear in unexpected places on
the document.
Value of Unstructured Data:
•

Business Value:
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•

Better information

•

Timely information

•
•

Relevant Information
Greater business impact

•

More information is available to store, manage and modelled

3.2.

Unstructured Data Management:

To manage unstructured data, information from various sources has to be extracted, organized, characterised, analyze
the data, data mining, classification of data, text mining and modelling of the processed data.
•

Extract Information

•

Feature extraction

•

Organized the facts

•

Text mining

•

Modelling and defined the structure of processed data.

3.3.

Text Mining:

“Process of extracting information from textual data (emails, documents) and utilizing for better decisions is called as
text mining.” Business Intelligence (BI) tools are used for this process and focus on semantics is made.
The following categories to mine the text - Syntactic and Semantic feature extraction:
•

Structure Determination: names, companies, places, locations, people, verbs, objects etc.

•

Event extractions like sales, elections, anniversaries, birthday events, etc.

•

Extract the relationships among the identified entities and events.

•

Categorizing the documents in an order or defined structure.

•

Summarization of data and thematic analysis to find the theme or context in the documents.

Let’s have a look into the process of information extraction. Once the elements of information is extracted like
identifying “named attributes” (people, places) or other quantifiable variables like date, measurements, then
relationships among these connecting elements are captured which express facts. For example, determine the roles of
various entities and relationships among them, like, the person identified may be the “boss” of organization and also a
member of other organization. This forms a link creation that quickly uses the facts in documents to understand
connections in the larger world.
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Fact extraction can enable more forms of querying like document preview and content packaging. Extracted entities
and facts when displayed in search results might provide clue to particular document which can be useful to specific
task.
IV. APPROACH FOR THE WORK
For leveraging of unstructured data in web pages for database using XML: It’s hard to find a tool that deals the
unstructured data which can be stored, retrieve data extracted into structured database. The following steps to be carried
out to get the output into actionable form from unstructured data.







Unstructured Data
Data extraction
Syntactic & Semantic Analysis
Data classification
Inference rules
Representation into structured format (XML or Data Relations)

Unstructured Data: Unstructured data to be analyzed is considered as input either a web page or a document.
Data Extraction: Data extraction is a process of retrieving and capturing the data from one medium to another medium.
Medium can be web pages, documents, database, and stack of information. Web pages are typically considered
unstructured data though web pages are defined by HTML, which has rich structure. This is because web pages also
contains lot of static text, links and references to external, images, XML files, animations and databases. Therefore
extract and categorized information out of data. A wrapper access HTML document and exports it into structured
format XML or data relations.
To extract the data, consider following tasks:
•

Define its input: Input can be unstructured data; semi structured data, and structured data.

• Using text pattern matching also known as Regular expression: To identify small or large-scale structure e.g.
records in invoices and their associated data from headers and footers.
• Target the extraction: Extraction target can be a relation of ‘k’ tuples, where k is number of attributes in a record or
object.
Syntactic & Semantic Analysis: For syntactic analysis, structure is determined by generating a parse tree by classifying
sentence into subjects, verb phrase (verb, object). Similarly semantic analysis finds synonyms.
Data classification: Data classification is to categorize data based on required models like object oriented model or ER
model. There are many algorithms to classify in data mining like ‘K-nearest neighbour (KNN)’ algorithm. Some more
algorithms include Bayesian algorithm and concept vector based (CVB) algorithm to classify words in documents.
‘Page rank algorithm’ uses search ranking technique based on hyperlinks on the web.
Inference rules and Representation into structured format: Inference rules can be employed to draw conclusions of the
classified data by preserving the semantic property. XML is used to store and transport the data. The classified data is
stored in the form of data tables or XML is used to store the data based on the requirement of the desired action
planned from the unstructured data.
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There are many tools available to extract data as follows:
HTML-aware tools: for HTML documents that require HTML document to be represented in parsing tree. Ex:
Roadrunner
NLP techniques: RAPDIER, SRV tools build relationships between sentences, elements and phrases.
V.

APPLICATIONS OF LEVERAGING THE UNSTRUCTURED DATA INTO INTELLIGENT
INFORMATION

The following are some of the sample applications evaluated out of unstructured data.
o
Business applications like broadcast content management, call centre automation, CRM, manufacturing
quality control, etc.

o

Unlock the hidden knowledge lying in the back benches of unstructured data

o

Reduces costs of analyzing text by eliminating manual work

o

For better decision making, business growth opportunities.

o
Marketing optimization: Organizations can search public information to gain understanding of the overall
market trends to position their products.
o

Health care applications: Managing patient records help doctors to identify a patient’s medical history.

VI.
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Figure 3 shows crawler to fetch web pages & index the document. The project aims at developing a system that
would use a crawler based search method which would pull out news from major news websites, forums, portals, blogs
and even Twitter. The news will be processed based on its popularity and exact upward force exerted on a news story
by the internet. The news will be presented to the user based on his preferences and general behaviour that the system
learns over time to produce highly relevant results.
VII.

INTEGRATING STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED DATA

The recent liberalization of the German energy market has forced the energy industry to develop and install new
information systems to support agents on the energy trading floors in their analytical tasks. Besides classical
approaches of building a data warehouse giving insight into the time series to understand market and pricing
mechanisms, it is crucial to provide a variety of external data from the web. Weather information as well as political
news or market rumors are relevant to give the appropriate interpretation to the variables of a volatile energy market.
Starting from a multidimensional data model and a collection of buy and sell transactions a data warehouse is built that
gives analytical support to the agents. Following the idea of web farming we harvest the web, match the external
information sources after a filtering and evaluation process to the data warehouse objects, and present this qualified
information on a user interface where market values are correlated with those external sources over the time axis.
This process of integrating external (business) information into the data warehouse is not automated either but needs an
editor workbench. In Section 3 we will show several methods which enhance the idea of web farming. Firstly we build
a set of metadata-based descriptors to classify external information, secondly we valuate a classification algorithm to
select potentially interesting information and thirdly we implement a graphical user interface which connects the
information sources to the time series stored in the data warehouse. Based on this integration process we will use
ontology-based user profiling to support the triggering of unstructured data and the identification of early indicators in
text documents. Section 4 will summarize these findings and give ideas for further developments.
VIII.

TRIGGERING UNSTRUCTURED DATA

The user profile contains subject concepts and rule concepts. Both are based on the ontology, but they are examined in
different ways. A trigger works for each profile. After the analysis of a text document (event), the trigger examines the
stored thresholds. If the threshold is transcended (condition), appropriate information is sent to the user (action).
First of all, subject concepts store concepts with their term vectors. An event means that a new document has been
inserted into the database and a document vector with descriptors generated. Document vector and profile vector have
to be examined for condition fulfillment which is done by simple keyword matching. We measure the similarity
between retrieved documents and profiles by the degree of correspondence between document indices and profile
vectors. We use the cosine measure (standardized scalar product) to compute the difference between profile vector and
document vector (Maedche, Pekar & Staab 2003: 301). We define that a condition is valid if and only if the lower
boundary < cosine measure assuming that the upper and lower boundaries are part of an extended profile. The
similarity reaches the highest level if two vectors have the same direction. We can enhance the approach by adding
relative frequencies of the terms in the document vector and/or personal weighting of the terms in the profile vector. In
accordance to the user feedback, an appropriate update on the user profile and also on the training data has to be carried
out.
We have to consider the three following sentences for the examination of the rule concepts which concepts are
necessary to find word combinations. The idea is that in short sentences parts of the concept are sometimes in the
following sentence. The sequence of terms is not important. It just has to be examined whether the concepts are existent
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or not. Finally, it has to be ascertained whether the user should be informed by a specified mail. The difference to the
cosine measure of the subject concepts is that a rule is fulfilled completely or not at all; we only have the values 0 or 1,
not the interval.
Thus, an active data warehouse with structured and unstructured data can be realized and the trigger can be optimized
by user feedback as evaluation.
IX.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Unstructured data constitutes about 70% of the data collected or stored in larger organizations which are difficult to
access, use or retrieved. This topic deals with this uncertainty to convert the unstructured data in actionable form.
Knowing the business value and IT value of the structured data, the amount of effort and time wasted in accessing the
necessary information lying in the back bench of collected data, cost spent on searching the information, it becomes
highly necessary to manage the unstructured data.
The early indicator profile contains disjoint feedback diagrams for a specific subject. Each of the integrated parameters
has its own rule library based on the developed ontology. The library also includes the influence value between
parameters. If a new text document is stored in the data warehouse, the created term index is used to verify whether a
model variable has to be modified or not. This happens according to the idea of the rule examination directly in the text
document. The created output contains the identified early indicator, the accomplished modification, and the document
itself.
X.
CONCLUSION
The recent development of analytical information systems shows that the necessary integration of structured and
unstructured data sources in data warehousing is possible. The usage of the market information system shows that the
database improves the analytical power of decision makers, in order to recognize tendencies in the energy market
promptly.
Nevertheless the respective model and the system must grant high flexibility to adjust them to changing conditions in
the energy market. Furthermore the activities on the energy market and the work of the analysts will enhance the
system. Market information systems have to be optimized by better evaluation of external information and
automatization of process integration.
Only documents of decision relevance should be delivered to the management. The ROI of data warehouse projects
can be increased if event-based and accepted information improves the decision quality significantly. The information
flow alignment in MAIS is equivalent to a classification problem.
We assure this by using role profiles and embedded recommendation systems with a document trigger mechanism.
Furthermore the use of a simulation method is tightly linked to this process by matching simulation variables to trigger
conditions. The integration of metadata from a data warehouse, personalized search patterns and simulation variables
give a powerful repository for active data warehousing. The theoretical approach and the benefit of creating interfaces
for the meta models are part of further research. Nevertheless, decision makers gain individualized decision support
and early insight into future developments.
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